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foreword

This thesis is written in the hope of providing a

conspectus of the philosophical concerns of the intermingling
branches of chemistry, physics and mathematics.

Different

perhaps are their names and some of their goals, hut neverthe

less these three branches of science interpret reality along the
same lines of thought and hence their philosophical concerns

are the same,

with this in mind it is the scope of this thesis

to take a look at the language, methods and limitations of these

sciences in the light of what they say about ultimate reality.

The Heritage

Some billion years ago, an
anonymous speck of protoplasm
protruded the first primitive
pseudopodium into the primeval
slime, and perhaps the first
state of uncertainty occurred.
— I. J • Good^
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A billion, two billion years ago a certain creature stood

on two wobbly legs and realized that it existed; the first
creature ever to do so.

How about that!

Somewhere, somehow,

among all those globules of flying stuff yet to be called stars

and planets, a creature aware of its existence looked at its
first sunset and knew that it knew it existed.

And when one

sits down and looks back over all of it, it has been quite a
story; quite an odyssey.

This manuscript is a part of that

Journey; it is a conspectus of odds and ends; a matrix of the
most ingenious ideas that ever befell the minds of men.

Xt

is an attempt to answer in part that ever evasive question
What’s it all about, Alfie?"
To set yet the mood let me add this...

Perhaps it is harder for the socalled layman to perceive the
beauty of Schrodinger’s wave
mechanics than it is for him to
sense the beauty of the "Great
Fugue", for he cannot even begin
to appreciate wave mechanics until
he knows what a differential
equation is; yet wave mechanics
is one of t3ie most sublime crea
tions of the human mind. So is
the edifice of thermodynamics,
which G. N. Lewis compared to a
Gothic cathedral. One has to be
a specialist to enjoy these
beauties; yet they are rooted in
the world around us, the world
we see, hear, taste and touch.
Who is there who has never wondered
at the shape of snowflakes, the
blue of the sky and the red of the
sunset, the working of hie own
muscles, the texture of concrete,
the strength of steel...?2
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And that’s the way it is with man.

He is part of so many

intermingling bits and pieces of phenomena that he cannot help

And wonder he does, as he tries to

but to wonder at it all.

get to the bottom of its awesomeness.

His first attempts to

understand nature revolve around the primary substance of all

things.

Let us briefly consider this heritage which led the

way to the modern conception of the atom.
Take those early Greek philosophers way back in the days

of yore.

Thales is the first Greek of our concern.

who taught that water accounted for all things.

to be much data for this view.
appears to take the most shapes.

And there seemed

Of all things around us water

It can take the form of ice

and snow; change to vapor and form the clouds.

become earth where rivers form their deltas.

the earth.

It was he

It appears to
It can spring from

It is a prime condition of life on this planet.

Therefore as the first fundamental substance it was quite natural

to think of water.
Thales* pupil, Anaximander, carried the quest for a funda

mental substance still further.

His new twist was that he believed

the primary substance to be something other than any of the known

substances—something infinite, eternal and ageless which encom

passed the whole world.

He also introduced the idea of a struggle,

of eternal motion i.e. the creation and destruction of worlds
from infinity to infinity.

This latter idea of eternal motion

is somewhat akin to the modern fundamental equation of motion
which we will encounter later.

In the philosophy of Heraclitus the concept of strife, of

Becoming occurs foremost in his writings.

He regarded fire as
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the most basic element.

For Heraclitus the dichotomy of one

primary substance and infinite variety of phenomena is solved
hy recognizing that strife of opposites is a kind of harmony.

The world is both one and many; the tensions of the opposites

constitute the One.

He says, Me must know that war is common

to all and strife is justice, and that all things come into
being and pass away through strife".5

Fire played a rather

unique role as prime substance for it could account for the
existence of matter because it was matter and at the same time

for the movement and change of all things because it was itself
a moving force.

It is interesting to note here that if one were

to replace the word "fire" by the word "energy" one could almost
express his statements word for word from the modern point of

view.

One of the most important of the original philosophers with
whom we are now concerned was Pythagoras.

It was his school that

seemed to be the first to realize the creative force inherent
in mathematical formulations.

Their demonstration of two strings

sounding in harmony if their lengths are a single ratio showed
how much mathematics can mean to the understanding of natural

phenomena.

Bertrand Russell has said of him:

"I do not know

of any other man who has been as influential as he was In the
sphere of thought.And how true that is—what in chemistry
and physics is not ultimately expressed in the terms of a

mathematical formulation?

are numbers."5

pretation.

Pythagoras himself said:

"All things

How very close he was to today’s way of inter

In theoretical chemistry and physics the quantum
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theory equations seem to make the very reality; no, that they

do make the reality is more in keeping with experimental
advances.
It is fundamental to chemistry that all the material things

we see around us are made of atoms—the smallest entities that
seem to have any identity in our macroscopic world,

The formal

idea for the entity "atom" is attributed to the Greek philosopher

Democritus.

He believed there were such things called atoms

that were eternal and indestructible units of matter which could
never be transformed into one another,

of course today this

theory of the atom is disproven but nevertheless much weight must

be given to this seed of thought which would one day form the

basis of a branch of science.

The last philosopher whom I wish to include in this brief

summary of Greek philosophy leading to the concept of the primary
substance, atom, is Plato.

He was able to form a vital union

between the regular solids of the Pythagoreans and the "four

basic elements" of the world.

The smallest parts of the element

earth he compared with the cube, that of air with the octahedron,
that of fire with the tetrahedron and that of water with the

icosahedron.

The following is the essence of his thinking:

If the regular solids, which
represent the four elements,
can be compared with the atoms
at all, it is made clear by
Plato that they are not indi
visible. Plato constructs the
regular solids from two basic
triangles, the equilateral
and the isosceles triangles,
which are put together to form
the surface of the solids.
Therefore, the elements can
(at least partly) be transformed
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into each other. The regular
solids can be taken apart into
their triangles and new regular
solids can be formed of them,
i’or instance, one tetrahedron
and two octahedra can be taken
apart into twenty equilateral
triangles, which can be recombined
to give one icosahedron. That
means: one atom of fire and two
atoms of air can be combined to
give one atom of water. But the
fundamental triangles cannot be
considered as matter, since they
have no extension in space. It
is only when the triangles are
put together to form a regular
solid that a unit of matter is
created. The smallest parts of
matter are not the fundamental
Beings...but are mathematical
forms. Here it is quite evident
that the form is more important
than the substance of which it is
the form.6

The form—more important than the substance—is an idea
that would be pursued to its utmost fruitfulness in philosophical
and experimental discussion of quantum theory and quantum worlds.

But that will come a while later.

Now that we have had a glimpse

at the roots of our heritage I wish to take a look at the basis

of science in general.

Briefly, I wish to discuss authority,

truth and the inherent limits of chemistry, physics and mathematics
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Notea to Chapter One
^1. J. Good, Science, February 20, 1959.
2Harold F. Walton, ’’The Humanistic Values of Science",
The Colorado Quarterly, 8:3, Winter 1965, p. 217.
x
Werner Heisenberg, Thysics and Philosophy; The
Revolution in Modern Science (New Yorlc: Harper and Brothers.
i95§};~p.“^.--------------------------

4Ibld.. p. 68.

5Ibld.. p. 71.
6Ibld., pp. 68-69.

Authority, Truth and Limitations

Let us set down some groundwork,

dust what are the basic

rules of chemistry, of physics, of mathematics?
says something:

anything that he can think of.

Suppose someone

will what he

utters ever be a scientific formulation? let alone authoritative,
let alone truthful?

It would have to meet a few basic suppositions

i.e. a few rules.
Let us start with authority.

In science the methods and the

body of knowledge are based on observation.

Therefore, observation

But science is not limited to mere observation:

is authoritative.

in addition there are generalizations, explanations and predictions

Take for instance two observations:
and birds falling in New York.
generalization.

raindrops falling in Helena

The phenomenon of falling is a

Rain falls because warm air carrying water vapor

collides with cool air thus releasing the water.
because of sulfur trioxide poisoning.

are explanations.

Birds fall

Those last two statements

If you take two boxes, put warm moist air in

one and cold air in the other and suddenly let them mix you should

get droplets of water.

If you take a couple of sparrows and expose

them to some sulfur trioxide

they should stop fluttering.

Those

two statements are the predictions.

Any theory spawns more philosophical and physical assumptions
than the facts give or imply.

It is an unending process, this

process of experiment and prediction.

and reconstruction,

There is always modification

for instance one could ask:

how do you knew

the factories in New York *»are killing the birds when only sulfur
dioxide is coming out of the smoke stacks as opposed to the sulfur
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trioxide that is killing them?

One then reconstructs his theory

and with a few new experiments shows that it does not take much,

with all the oxygen in the air and the availibility of sunlight,

to transform the original sulfur dioxide into sulfur trioxide.

In observation it must also be noted that all information

comes to us from the senses of sight, sound, smell, touch and
taste.

They constitute an innate dilemma since only through

them do we have any observation.

In a strict sense only the facts

of nature, which are there to be observed, are authoritive.

One has at his disposal the telescope for peering into the

far reaches of the universe where his naked eye cannot see.

He

has the microscope to peer into the far reaches of infinitesimal
space of the photoelectric cells and spectrophotometers

color analysis.

for

Yet these are just extensions of his own senses.

He has electrical and mechanical phenomenon to provide meter
readings, recorded tapes, computer print-outs.

But theme merely

correlate one set of meter readings with another.

Ultimately,

whatever the extension, it must be reduced to something a man
can sense.

Therefore these aids to observation which extend

beyond the grasp of a man’s limited senses do not detract from
the essential role of an individual man’s senses—the role of

ultimate jurisdiction and authority.
When one looks at something he must also keep in mind that

what he sees is subject to errors:

both those built into his

apparatus and those caused by his fixing an object for observation.

He must be sure that he has not significantly altered it by observa
tion.

For instance the fast moving electrons in an electron micro-
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scope are apt to change significantly the minute specimen to
something that is altogether different from the specimen Of
interest.

This penomenon of something being altered hy the

very process of observing it has a very direct and significant
role in the quantum theory era.

This too will be discussed

later.
Now let us take truth.

It is rather tricky to talk about

truth because it is so hard to define.

Dictionaries give defini

tions that use thw words "fact” and "reality" which are likewise
elusive.

Suffice it to say that even though it is impossible

to define rigorously men generally hold a common understanding

somehow a truth is a conforming to reality.

A "truth"

sets right with a person as opposed to a "falsity".

And it is

of it.

consistent with other accepted truths.

In an absolute sense, truth in
science is limited to the facts
in nature that are there for
observation. In a slightly less
absolute sense, truth in science
is limited to that which is direct
ly observed and sensed by the
observer. Even here, however,
any expression of absolute truth
fulness is limited by the time
and space relationships between
the observer and that which he
observes, and also by the restrict
tions inherent in the use of language
to express his observation. Any
thing beyond this is, in effect, a
belief rather than absolute, true
knowledge.
There is however, much more
widespread usage of the concept of
truth in science, and this is in
conjunction with the generalizations,
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explanations and laws involved
in the building processes in
scientific knowledge. In a
utilitarian or pragmatic sense,
something is true when it pro
duces order in past observations
and has been found to predict
correctly the results of further
observations. In other words,
the statement of a principle is
true when it has been developed
by the process of induction and
has successfully been tested by
the process of deduction in
scientific methodology. In this
sense, it is proper to consider
as true the Law of Multiple
Proportions and the Law of Combining
Weight, Ohm’s Law for dc electrical
circuits and the atomic theory of
matter.1
It is to be noted -that this concept is not the same as

that generally found in philosophy.

The scientific concept of

truth Is based on observation, i.e. its consequences bring
support rather than contradiction.

In traditional philosophy,

however, truth is something based on intelligible principles
which need not involve any physical observation.

There are a few other aspects of truth I wish to consider.
They center around the statistical or probability aspects of

many scientific facts.

Let me use a few examples.

If you were

to count the number of words on this page you would get a definite
answer—one and only one definite Integer,

to measure the length of this page?

hut what if you tried

You might get 12.34 inches

the first time 12.37 inches the second time or what ever.

Clearly,

whatever answer you finally give, it will only be an average of
some number of individual trials.

It will not be an exact answer,

for your measuring instrument is only a duplicate of some standard,
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subject to contraction and expansion and other similar

cies.

inaccura

An error of 0.000006 inches, though miniscule, is still

an error.
Consider now a problem of the physical chemist.

Suppose

he takes the vapor pressure of a liquid at four different temp-

Figure l2
These four different points appear to lie on a straight

line.

Suppose now that he wanted to know the vapor pressure at

some temperature Tx not used in the original experiments.

He

could follow the dashed line and conclude that the vapor pressure

is v.p.x.

But this is an assumption, for the four points could

likewise have been connected in the manner of Figure 2, where
the vapor pressure at Tx would be different than that in Figure

1.

How would he know that this was not so?

could do another experiment at T

Well, perhaps he

or else he might have sufficient

understanding of vapor pressure and what it involves to be able
to predict with a reasonable amount of certainty that the vapor
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Figure 23

pressure at Tx lies on that straight line of Figure 1.

Thus,

by these methods, the uncertainty in the graph becomes a highly
improbable event.
But one learns as a scientist to moderate his faith in be

lieving that highly improbable events do not occur.

For instance:

...imagine that you have in
your pocket a dollar bill with
an eight-digit serial number.
There is a probability of one
in ten that the first digit is
2. There is a probability of
one in ten that the second digit
is 7» and only one chance in a
hundred that these two digits
are 27. without carrying the
illustration .further, it is
clear that the probability is
extremely small that the eightdigit serial number is 27516679.
Furthermore, the chances that it
is 14932864 or any other particular
combination of eight digits is
equally small. So, whatever the
serial number is, it is in fact
a highly improbable specific
series of eight digits. So a
highly Improbable event does
occur. Thus, the scientist must
recognize the statistical aspect
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of much of his knowledge,
not, on the one hand, undulyhesitating to accept it as
true if the probability is
reasonably high, but on the
other hand, maintaining an
alertness to the possibility
that what may for good reason
appear to be highly improbable
may indeed occur or be true.4
Even improbable events tremendously greater than the eight-

digit-dollar event are a part of nature.

That is what is taking

plane when a radioactive element decays or the tunneling phenomenon
occurs.

Nature does tend to the highly improbable.

As truth in science is being presented in this work 1 must
not forget to mention a few strange truths.

Perhaps they would

be described better by the term "degree of truth”^.

there is the calculus.
idea of a limit.

Its whole foundation is based on the

Quite briefly let us see what a limit has to

do with our connotation of truth.
number 3.995.

Take the integer 4 and the

In calculus these numbers are taken as being

identical; they are absolutely the same.
are not absolutely the same’
wrong!

For example,

But, you say, they

Oh no, my friend, you are very

For if you were to take the difference between the two

you could make it as small as you wanted; the limit being zero.
And that very idea is the basis of the calculus.

Now let us take another truth.

Suppose we have a box that

is divided into two parts by a partition that has a small hole

in it.

We could then put an atom in the box and shine light

on it.

We could now do three different experiments.

First,

plug the hole in the partition confining the atom to the left
side of the box, shine light on it and measure the intensity
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distribution of the scattered light.

Second, put the atom in

the right side of the box and do the same.

Third, remove the

plug in the partition and now once again take the measurements.
If one could say the atom was either in the left side or the

right side during this last experiment then the final intensity

distribution of the scattered light should be a mixture of the
two former intensity distributions, according to the time spent

in both parts of the box.

But this is not the case.

Experimentally

we find that the intensity distribution is changed by the "inter
ference of probabilities"^ (diffraction patterns due to wave
phenomena).

In order to cope with this situation the physicist WeizsScker

has introduced the previously mentioned concept, "degree of truth":
Por any simple statement in an
alternative like "The atom is in
the left (or in the right) half
of the box" a complex number is
defined as a measure for its
"degree of truth". If the number
is 1, it means that the statement
is true; if the number is 0, it
means that it is false. But other
values are possible. The absolute
square of the complex number gives
the probability for the statements
being true; the suit of the two
probabilities referring to the two
parts in the alternative (either
"left" or"right” in our case) must
be unity. But each pair of complex
numbers referring to the two parts
of the alternative represents,
according to ^eizsScker’s definitions,
a "statement" which is certainly
true if the numbers have just these
values; the two numbers, for instance,
are sufficient for determining the
intensity distribution of scattered
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light in our experiment. If
one allows the use of the term
’’statement” in this way one can
Introduce the term ''complementarity”'
by the following definition: Each
statement that is not identical
with either of the two alternative
statements—in our case with the
statements: ”the atom is in the
left half” or ”the atom is in the
right half of the box”—is called
complementary to these statements.
For each complementary statement
the question whether the atom is
left or right is not decided. But
the term "not decided" is by no
means equivalent to the term "not
known". "Not known” would mean
that the atom is "really” left or
right, only we do not know where
it is. But "not decided" indicates
a different situation, expressible
only by a complementary statement.8

With that quote I will end this section about truth in
chemistry, physics and mathematics.

It has been seen that

truth is a conglomerate of various aspects with even a bit
of prudent "suspension of judgement" in areas that lead to a

dichotomy, e.g. the wave and particle theories of light.
Now for a glance at the inherent limits in chemistry,

physics and mathematics.

By these limits I mean limits

arising from a certain way of looking at things; a certain
way of relating oneself to nature.

Perhaps they are better

called presuppositions—the assumptions the scientist makes
when he discusses nature.

There are three major presuppositions made by the
scientist.
first:

I shall present each one in some detail.

The

nature (that Is, the physical realm) is real.
For some time now, philosophers have had diverse

opinions about that very idea but, in science, it is so
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obvious that it hardly merits a thought.

Scientific discoveries are
made in the search of reality—
of a reality that is there,
whether we know it or not. The
search is of our own making, hut
reality is not.... Por the
scientist’s quest presupposes
the existence of an external
reality.9
Einstein noted the same point just as poignantly:

"The

belief in an external world independent of the perceiving
subject is the basis of all the natural sciences.”10

And so

the belief that nature is real stands as the first presup
position of science.
-and what-is real.

But there is much variation over how much
The bare minimum must include the funda

mental particles and the natural laws.

The explanations of physical
phenomena roust always start
with the fundamental particles
and the natural laws.... He
(the scientist) accepts as
’’given” the laws and particles
of nature and spends little time
worrying about the metaphysical
problems associated with their
origin.•'
In a sense then his study and concept of nature is one
that can be acknowledged by his senses.

He relegates metaphysics

and religion to the philosopher and theologian.

Religion

especially is a subject he cannot subject to the tools of his
senses and therefore he concedes that is not his realm.

”One

cannot know what is not—that is impossible—nor utter it....”
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Nature is real.

Second presupposition:

nature is rational.

This implies
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that nature is consistent and uniform in total cause-effect
relationships, i.e. whatever happens once because of certain
conditions and causes must happen the same way if the conditions

and causes occur again.
events.)

(At least this is true of macroscopic

This leads us to say that one of the characteristics

of nature is logic.

And in this discussion of respect for

logic we may note that even though there are varied systems

of logic, "all of them agree on the meaning of such basic concepts
13
as consistency and contradiction”.
There is no need for the bluff in science,

Nature does

not attempt to jam the communicative techniques of the scientist
as he conducts his experiments.

Nature presents herself and

does not change that presentation.

"Der Herr Gott ist raffniert,

aber boshaft ist Hr nicht"... ”God may be subtle, but he is not
14.
plain mean." *

That quote of Einstein’s is a very profound statement con
cerning the problems of the scientist’s quest.

It is one thing

to discover the secrets of nature by a powerful and elaborate

technique but it would be quite another if nature turned right
around and presented a new and different face for the deliberate
purpose of confusing and frustrating the scientist.

There may

be apparent limitations to this where living nature is concerned,
for often the manifestations of hysteria are made in the presence

of some audience in order to confound that audience.

Or take

the example of using some insecticide on a strain of flies and
just when you think you have done them in, they mutate, showing

traits which look like deliberate intentions of resistance.

It
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looks as though you are hack where you started—if not worse.
But though these infractions of nature may annoy the biologist,
he assumes there are definite reasons behind them that follow

the ’laws’ of nature,

i'hat is to say these mutations do not

change the foundations of science into something science cannot

pursue but rather offer science new secrets to be unraveled.
Io recapitulate:

...without faith that nature
is subject to law there can
be no science. Ho amount of
demonstration can ever prove
that nature is subject to law.
For all we know, the world
from the next moment on might
be something likethe croquet
game in Alice in Wonderland,
where the balls are hedgehogs
which walk off, the hoops are
soldiers who march to other
parts of the field, and the
rules of the game are made
from instant to instant by
the arbitrary decree of the
Queen.15
Now let us take the third presupposition:

part, understandable.
attempt!

nature is, in

This is the basis of the whole scientific

If this presupposition were not granted the whole

scientific body of knowledge would not be worth a plugged nickel

(or an unplugged one).

It may be true that ’’there is no per-

feot knowledge and no perfect knower”

but at least (some

knowledge is conceded) and that is the theme of chemistry, of

physics, of mathematics.

Perhaps it should also be mentioned that individual

deviations from these three major presuppositions are subject

to change and reevaluation.

That is part of being understandable.
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When new evidence arises to change a former belief, the former

belief is discarded, if that is appropriate in the light of
the new evidence.

supposition:

There are two reasons for dropping a pre

if

(1) it is not useful and mean
ingful, which is to say, if it
is not subject to test and thus
relevant to something other than
itself; and/or (2) it leads to
unreasonable difficulties, espe
cially if some proposed altern
ative leads to less difficulty
or even to different difficulty.1'

The first of these deciding criteria has been illustrated
by the noted scientist and Industrialist D. Wooldridge:
A paradoxical consequence
of man’s predilection for
logical thought was his
invention of the important
concept of the supernatural...
to provide an ’explanation*
for matters he despaired of
understanding. The develop
ment of science can be
described as the process of
transferring one after another
aspect of human experience
from the supernatural category
into the realm of natural law....
It is good that our ancestors
invented the concept of the
supernatural.... The physical
scientist has at least managed
to consign it to a corner of
his mind where it does not
greatly interfere with his dayto-day activities.'8

This habit of ascribing to the supernatural all the problems
man at one time could not resolve himself was surely one of the
most obvious attributes of the supernatural.

It happened to

be a most insignificant one because the probing concept of
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the supernatural still lingered on? tut, as I have mentioned

before, that is a realm outside the sciences we are discussing.
to

return to our deliberations:

understandable.

nature is somewhat

"Nature offers resistance to decoding, but it

does not show ingenuity in finding new and undecipherable methods
19
for Jamming our communication with the outer world."
That
is quite a concession to be given, for as any scientist will

tell you, knowing that a thing is possible is the better half
of the solution.
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cybernetics

Entropy and Language

Waste not your time, so fast it flies$
Method will teach you time to win;
Hence, my young friend, I would advise,
With college logic to begin.
Then will your mind he so well brac’d,
In Spanish boots so tightly lac’d,
That on ’twill circumspectly creep,
Thought’s beaten track securely keep,
Nor will it, ignis-fatuus like,
Into the path of error strike.
Then many a day they’ll teach you how
The mind’s spontaneous acts, till now
As eating and as drinking free,
Require a process; —one, two, three!
In truth the subtle web of thought
Is like the weaver’s fabric wrought,
One treadle moves a thousand lines,
Swift dart the shuttles to and fro,
Unseen the threads unnumber’d flow,
A thousand knots one stroke combines.
Then forward steps your sage to show,
And prove to you it must be so;
The first being so, and so the second.
The third and fourth, deduc’d we see;
And if there were no first and second,
Nor third nor fourth would ever be.
This, scholars of all countries prize,
Yet ’rnong themselves no weavers rise.
Who would describe and study aught alive,
Seeks first the living spirit thence to drive:
Then are the lifeless fragments in his hand,
There only fails, alas'—the spirit-band.1
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Man is rather a unique phenomenon; in fact, all life is

rather unique,

ror in this strange and wondrous universe there

exists a certain tendency of nature to spread its energies over

all available states i.e. to choose the path of chaos rather

than order.

The measure of this probability toward chaos is

called entropy, and it characteristically tends to present

itself as increasing.

As entropy increases, the
universe, and all closed
systems in the universe,
tend naturally to deter
iorate and lose their
distinctiveness, to move
from the least to the most
probable state, from a state
of organization and differ
entiation in which distinctions
and forms exist, to a state of
chaos and sameness.
The universe as a whole obeys the second law of thermo

dynamics:

confusion increases and order decreases.

it is not true of a part of that whole,

However,

entropy increases in

the whole of a closed system but it does not necessarily have
to do so in a non-isolated part of it.

But while the universe as
a whole, if indeed there is
a whole universe, tends to
run down, there are local
enclaves whose direction
seems opposed to that of
the universe at large and in
which there is a limited and
temporary tendency for organi
zation to increase, Life finds
its home in soma of these
enclaves.5
It is in these enclaves, these "local and temporary islands
of decreasing entropy"that man has found life and has evolved
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to talk about it.

biological life.

But man possesses an ability beyond his more
Bis mind itself can help decrease entropy.

"By its ability to make decisions it can produce around it a
local zone of organization in a world whose general tendency
5
is to run down.”1'
I find it rather peculiar and unsettling to be writing

such pessimistic words about nature.

After all, chemistry,

physics and mathematics has offered so much for the future of

man.

What can one say when he is told that this success, of

man perpetuating himself, is only temporary?
inevitability are words not wasted?

In light of such

Perhaps.

In a very real sense we are
shipwrecked passengers on a
doomed planet. Yet even in
a shipwreck, human decencies
and human values do not neces
sarily vanish, and we must
make the most of them. We
shall go down, but let it be
in a manner to which we may
look forward as worthy of
our dignity.
The best we can hope for
the role of progress in a uni
verse running downhill as a whole
is that the vision of our attempts
to progress in the face of over
whelming necessity may have the
purging terror of Greek tragedy.6
Of course we do not give up—we play it to the end.

If

our ultimate fate is as bleak as it seems v?e still prefer run

ning to doing nothing,

we still prefer hope to despair.

logically the hope is called homeostasis.

Bio

It is the process by

which we human beings resist the general stream, be it corruption
or decay.

And who knows?

Perhaps not all systems need ultimately
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follow that law of chaos.

Perhaps there is a certain point in

evolution of life that once reached there is no going back; no

increase in entropy.

Perhaps there is a mechanism at work in the

universe where entropy plays the ruler up to a certain evolutionary
level above which it can go no further.
keeps hoping,

At least the human race

But nonetheless the nagging keeps coming back.

"We are but whirlpools in a ri\er of ever-flowing water.

We

are not stuff that abides, but patterns that perpetuate them
selves.*'?

And even those patterns will ultimately decay accord

ing to the decree of law.
It seems almost as if prog
ress itself and our fight
against the increase of
entropy intrinsically must
end in the downhill path
from which we are trying to
escape. Yet this pessimistic
sentiment is only conditional
upon our blindness and inactivity,
for I am convinced...it may be
a long time yet before our civili
zation and our human race perish,
though perish they will even as
all of us are born to die. How
ever, the prospect of a final
death is far from complete frus
tration of life and this is
equally true for a civilization
and for the human race as it is
for any of its component individ
uals. May we have the courage to
face the eventual doom of our
civilization as we have the courage
to face the certainty of our person
al doom.8
We gather up courage as Norbert Wiener would have us and

plunge back into our pursuit.

And that is what the rest of

this manuscript is all about.

It is a look at some of the

greatest genius of man; a look at the tremendous theories he

has lured out of nature; a testimony of his stubborn fight
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against entropy.

His defense against entropy starts with his ability to
express himself in language.

We can say that messages are a

form of pattern and organization.

We can treat these messages

as haring entropy like any set of states in the external world.

Just as entropy is a measure of the disorganization in a system,

so the information carried by a set of messages is a measure of
its organization.

...it is possible to inter
pret the information carried
by a message as essentially
the negative of its entropy,
and the negative logarithm
of its probability. That is,
the more probable the message,
the less information it gives.
Clichds, for example, are less
illuminating than great poems.“
A prime example of the above quotation is the story of
Latin as a language.

It was spoken by many peoples even after

barbaric languages had infiltrated It.

Yet during the Renaissance,

Italian scholars got it, reformed It, and made it into somethin,-,

of an art.

Diligent training was needed in order to use it,

training wasted from the viewpoint of the scientist, whose main

goal was content rather than perfection of form.

It thus happened

that those who taught Latin and those who used Latin became widely
separated classes, until the teachers only taught perfected polished
speech which was most unusable.

So the teachers remained nothing

more than specialists and in a sense had abolished their own

function.

Thus a language with no content is no language at all

for it provides no possible way to find an experience of meaning.

Mathematics is a language that has taken the opposite twist
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of evolution,

where formalized Latin expressed nothing, the

symbols of mathematical language can express precisely the
What is especially

behavior of widely diversified phenomena.

important to us is that the language of mathmatics is the best
language that the mind of man has at his disposal in describing

and relating to nature’s laws,

but maybe we are a little ahead

of ourselves and should get back, for a few moments, to the
basics of a language.
A word’s meaning holds a certain amount of intrinsic uncer

tainty; examples of this are the words ’truth* or ’reality*,
as we saw in the beginning of this work.

Definitions are then

assigned to words to minimize this uncertainty.

Definitions,

of course, imply nothing more than the setting of boundaries

where the word is to be used and where not.

But definitions

can only be given with other concepts, so ultimately one has to
take some set of original concepts unanalyzed and undefined.
It is interesting to note also that a philologist, Dr.

Benoit Mandelbrot, has made certain computations concerning the
length of words in an optimal language, has compared them with
existing languages and has found there is a definite distribution

of length among words.

It is very different than the distribution

found in an artificial language such as Esperanto or Volaptlk.

On

the other hand it is very close to those languages that have
stood the test of centuries.

His distributions do not give

an absolutely fixed length on word distributions, for certain

parameters must still be applied, but one thing is certain, the
use and survival of a language drives it to something resembling

an optimal form of distribution.
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In discussing definitions and word lengths one must

remember that even though words at first sight seem to be well
defined they only have a limited range of applicability.

For

instance, you can speak of a piece of steel or a piece of wood
but you cannot speak of a piece of water.

not apply to a liquid.

Another example:

The word ’piece* does

discussing the limita

tions of concepts, Niels Bohr liked to tell the following story:

A little boy goes into a
grocer’s shop with a penny
in his hand and asks: "Could
I have a penny’s worth of
mixed sweets?" The grocer
takes two sweets and hands
them to the boy saying:
"Here you have two sweets.
You can do the mixing your
self."™
But to get more serious again, let us take a look at the
relationships of ordinary language and mathematics.

In a

physics experiment for example, the Inaccuracy of ordinary
language is most profound.

It could never construct the

derivations that are needed with such precision in respect

to every detail.

Therefore this precision can only be achieved

by mathematical abstration; yet, in order to be understood in

familiar terms the mathematics must ultimately be translated
back into ordinary language.

Thus the symbols (of mathe
matics) are attached to the
language. Then the symbols
are interconnected by a
rigorous system of definitions
and axioms, and finally the
natural laws are expressed as
equations between the symbols.
The infinite variety of
solutions of these equations
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then corresponds to the infi
nite variety of particular
phenomena that are possible
in this part of nature. In
this way the mathematical
scheme represents the group
of phenomena so far as the
correlation between the sym
bols and the measurement
goes. It is this correlation
which permits the expression
of natural laws in the terms
of common language, since our
experiments consisting of
actions and observations can
always be described in ordinary
language.'1

It is one thing to describe a particular experiment in
terms of ordinary language, but it is quite another to try and
interpret the reality
familiar language.

of that same experiment in terms of

It is one thing to say that a stream of

electrons will give a diffraction pattern, and also to say, in

the same breath that the stream will cause the photoelectric

effect; but then to try to interpret in ordinary language how
an electron can be both a wave and a particle is something else

let, the ambiguous language of ordinary life must be used if
we are to understand in familiar terms just what is going on.
Classical language must be used, at least up to the point of
contradiction,

when this happens one must withdraw into the

mathematical scheme and its unambiguous correlation of the
experimental facts.

Let us take "temperature" as an example.

The concept "temperature" in
classical thermodynamics seems
to describe an objective feature
of reality, an objective property
of matter. In daily life it is
quite easy to define with the
help of a thermometer what we
mean by stating that a piece of
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matter hae a certain
temperature. But when
we try to define what
the temperature of an
atom could mean we are,
even in classical physics,
in a much more difficult
position. Actually we
cannot correlate this con
cept "temperature of the
atom" with a well-defined
property of the atom hut
have to connect it at least
partly with our insufficient
knowledge of it.
>e can
correlate the value of the
temperature with certain
statistical expectations
about the properties of the
atom, hut it seems rather
doubtful whether an expec
tation should he called
objective.'2

Thus we see the concept

temperature of the atom" fares

no better than the concept "mixing" in the story of the boy
who bought the mixed sweets.

And in a similar way in quantum

theory all the classical concepts, when applied to the atom,
seem to be as ill defined.

This is a hint at something rather

important in language - the possibility of language levels.

.

One level refers to the objects
- for instance, to the atoms or
the electrons. A second level
refers to statements about
objects. A third level may
refer to statements about
statements about objects, etc.
It would then be possible to
have different logical patterns
at the different levels. It is
true that finally we have to go
back to the natural language and
thereby to classical logical
patterns. But WeizsMcker suggests
that classical logic may be in a
similar manner a priori to quantum
logic, as classical physics is to
quantum theory. ‘Classical logic
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would then he contained as
a kind of limiting case in
quantum logic, hut the latter
would constitute the more
general logical pattern.15

So language has quite the job to perform.

In that impor

tant example cited earlier of the atom in a hox,the atom
can, in classical physics, he either in the left or right part
of the hox.

There is no third possibility:

"tertium non datur."

Yet, the results of the experiment suggest just that.

Language

must therefore, through its various levels, find a way out of

this seemingly insolvahle paradox,

hut, one must not shove off

lightly such a feat as is being asked by us, for higher levels

might not he that advanced to do anything of significance.

In

that case one reverts to only describing the facts, i.e., exper
imental results.

Por lack of the necessary tools one must avoid

the difficult definitions and distinctions that only lead to
contradiction.

However, if one does not give in that easily

and must still speak of atomic particles ...

...One must either use the
mathematical scheme as the
only supplement to natural
language or one must combine
it with a language that makes
use of a modified logic or of
no well-defined logic at all.
In the experiments about atomic
events we have to do with things
and facts, with phenomena that
are just as real as any phenomena
in daily life. But the atoms or
the elementary particles them
selves are not as real; they form
a world of potentialities or pos
sibilities rather than one of things
or facts.
To reiterate - there was never any difficulty in speak

ing of matter or of facts about reality when one had to describe
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atomic experiments or their results.

But to scientifically

extrapolate these concepts to the smallest entities of matter

could not he done in the simple way envisioned hy classical
physics - yet, classical physics had determined the gsneral
outlook on matter for the layman and the scientist.

At least

this view has been radically changed hy the scientist now that
the scientific data for discarding it has become overwhelming.
Nevertheless, it does not seem to he tremendously applauded hy

the layman who does not see how a mathematical formulation, which
cannot he put into language he understands, is any closer to an

understanding of reality than nature unanalyzed in the first place.
What consolation is to he offered is summed up in the following:
...One of the most important
features of the development
and the analysis of modern
physics is the experience
that the concepts of natural
language, vaguely defined as
they are, seem to he more
stable in the expansion of
knowledge than the precise
terms of scientific language,
derived as an idealization
from only limited groups of
phenomena. This is in fact
not surprising since the con
cepts of natural language are
formed hy the immediate con
nection with reality; they rep
resent reality. It is true
that they are not very well
defined and may therefore also
undergo changes in the course
of the centuries, just as reality
itself did, hut they never lose
the immediate connection with
reality. On the other hand, the
scientific concepts are ideal
izations; they are derived from
experience obtained hy refined
experimental tools, and are
precisely defined through axioms
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and definitions. Only
through these precise
definitions is it pos
sible to connect the
concepts with a math
ematical scheme and to
derive mathematically
the infinite variety of
possible phenomena in
this field. But through
this process of idealisa
tion and precise definition
the immediate connection
with reality is lost. The
concepts still correspond
very closely to reality in
that part of nature which
had been the object of the
research. But the corres
pondence may be lost in
other parts containing other
groups of phenomena.'*®

Thus it is with language and nature,

we saw a glimpse in

this chapter of the tremendous problems involved in translating

nature, at least the smallest parts of nature, into the language
of meaning.

It is truly an uphill climb considering that inherent

in the laws of nature is entropy which subverts any easy climb.

But man is stubborn, has been stubborn, and the rest of this
manuscript is especially directed toward that stubbornness;

a tribute to the tenacity and ingenuity of the mind of man.
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Matrix of Space and Time

Question:

What was God doing before He
created the world?

Answer:

God was busy preparing Hell
for those who ask foolish
questions.1
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I keep mentioning the ingenuity of the mind of man.
Kow you are about to read what I mean.

1 am going to present

to you, in this chapter and in the following one, a hodgepodge
of many interrelating ideas.
others very well.

Much will be said about some ideas; scarcely

anything about others.
rather fuzzy.

Some might not fit in too well;

Some ideas will be rather clear; most,

But that is the way it is with modern physics at

this stage of the game and one can only present the developments
as far as they have gone.
These two chapters are about concepts in modem physics.

It might be stated that at this theoretical level, physics and
chemistry are one and what is said of one is said of the other.

At this level mathematics also has its concern.

Since the ideas

to be presented are hardly obvious in everyday life (or for

that matter even in science) X wish to call them a philosophy.
This is perfectly legitimate because these ideas are (in every

day language) so fuzzy and altogether strange.

So, in short,

these are the philosophical concerns of chemistry, physics and

mathematics.
Let us begin.

Even after I took engineering physics and

had my first Introduction to relativity X still considered

’time’ the same way as before.

Surely ’time’ changes drastically

with small particles and high speeds but where am I ever exposed
to small particles or tremendously high speeds?

Never.

And so

I had (although I could not really define it) an everyday usable
concept of time just by looking at the hands moving around on

the clock.

But then I read George Gamow and Werner Heisenberg
• v-
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and Banesh Hoffmann and perceived a different conception of
Suppose I say to you that time only has a limited range

time.

of applicability.

After all it is a word, just like any other

word of our language, and hence subject to the same entropy or

ambiguity of meaning,

suppose now that I give you a little

hint of some currents underlying the new concept of time.
time order of events depends on their location.
that time depends on where you are.

Eh?

The

I said

say you are in Helena and

not in New York and that exactly when you read these words in
Helena John Lindsay la entering the town hall in New York.

But

Something is amiss here; namely, the words ‘exactly when*.

wait!

For you see those are classical words of the concept ’simultan

eously’ and will not hold up in modern physics.

There are no

such things as simultaneous events if the events take place at
two different locations.

It was not very obvious, was it?

Yet

that is not all; there is more to follow.

How about this statement:

or matter by geometry.
odd about this statement.

geometry is produced by matter

There is something rather strikingly
It might seem reasonable that with

some stretching of our imagination we might be able to visualize

the concept that geometry is produced by matter.
versa?

But then vice

Yet this too is part of the general theory of relativity.

And part of this very idea is going to play a very significant

role in what I have to say about time later on in this chapter.
I want to parry that moment with a few other remarks,

for

instance there is the following quote about space and time.
With respect to time
there seems to be some
thing like a beginning.
Many observations point
to an origin of the uni-
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verse about four billion
year8 ago; at least they
seem to show that at that
time all matter of the
universe was concentrated
in a much smaller space than
it is now and has expanded
ever since from this small
space with different velo
cities. The same time of
four billion years is found
in many different observa
tions (e.g., from the age of
meteorites, of minerals on
the earth, etc.), and there
fore it would be difficult
to find an interpretation
essentially different from
this idea of an origin. If
it is the correct one it
would mean that beyond this
time the concept of time
would undergo essential
changes.5
Imagine that—changes in the concept of time and all because

of changes in matter.
even be conceived?

How is all of this possible; how could it

It is possible and conceivable because of a

unique conception of time; a change in the limited range of application

In the above quotation we have the idea of change in time because
of change in matter.

are getting!

Here we have our clue, matter; how close we

In fact we have it.

Time is a phenomenon of mattes;

i.e. there would be no time if there were no matter.
and you change time.

What is the point?

Change matter

The point is that time

is a property of the fundamental particles.

Electrons and positrons

and mesons make time; if there were none of these fundamental

particles there would be no

time, or for that matter, no space,

for time and space are halves of the same whole.

They are Siamese

twins; seize the body of one and you seize the body of the other.

They are not the naive concepts we thought them to be.
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It is much as if we sought
to observe a detail in a
newspaper photograph. We
look at the picture more
closely but the tantalizing
detail still escapes us.
Annoyed, we bring a magnifying
glass to bear upon itj and
lo! our eager optimism is
shattered, we find ourselves
far worse off than before,
what seemed to be an eye has
now dissolved away into a
meaningless jumble of splotches
of black and white. The detail
we had imagined simply was
not there. Yet from a distance
the picture still looks perfect.
Perhaps it is the same
with apace, and with time too.
Instinctively we feel they have
infinite detail. But when we
bring to bear on them our most
refined techniques of observa
tion and precise measurement
we find that the infinite detail
we had imagined has somehow
vanished away. It is not
space and time that are basic,
but the fundamental particles
of matter or energy themselves.
Without these we could not have
formed even the picture we
instinctively have of a smooth,
unblemished, faultless, and
infinitely detailed space and
time. These electrons and the
other fundamental particles,
they do not exist in space and
time. It is space and time
that exist because of them.
These particles—wavicles, as
we must regard them if we wish
to mix in our inappropriate,
anthropomorphic fancies of
space and time—these fundamental
particles precede and transcend
the concepts of space and time.
They are deeper and more funda-
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mental, more primitive and
primordial. It is out of
them in the untold aggregate
that we build our spatial
and temporal concepts, much
as out of the multitude of
seemingly haphazard dots
and splotches of the news
paper photograph we build in
our minds a smooth, unblemished
portrait; much as from the
swift succession of quite motion
less pictures projected on a
motion-picture screen we build
in our minds the illusion of
smooth, continuous motion.4

This is fantastic!

Naively we thought that if we and our

universe were not here there would still be time—just an infinity

of it with no observers.

How wrong we were.

Yet the more we

think of it, the sounder is the new conception.
a turbulent mountain stream.

Take for instance,

It is made up of multitudinous atoms

of water—in fact, the stream is a phenomenon due solely to the
great numbers of atoms.

Any particular atom of water might be

clinging to a rock or sinking into the ground or evaporating into
the air; but most of them are forming the concept of a rumbling

mountain stream.

And so it is with time.

Any particular

electron or positron or other fundamental particle could be doing
something else other than delineating the concept of time as long
as other great numbers were forming the phenomenon of time.

In

other words some individual electrons could even be going back
in time.

After all, it could take place in extremely small regions

outside the range of present experimental techniques.

And it

should be remembered that in statistical and probability phenomena
there might be some general overwhelming trend in one direction

or phenomenon, but any particular constituent of the phenomenon
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need not obey or make the phenomenon.

the rules can break the rules.

In short, those who make

Such is nature.

For a long time it was known that there existed mathemat
ically such things as phase waves which could actually travel faster
than light.

Although they could not conduct energy they were

perhaps one of the first n ctaentous steps in the abolition of the
classical concept of time.

And from such similar ingenious

digressions as these came the idea of three universal constants.
The theory of relativity Is connected with a universal con

stant in nature, the velocity of light.

This constant deter

mines the implicit relationship between space and time.

Quantum

theory too is concerned with a universal constant, namely that

of Planck’s quantum of action.

At the ordinary speeds we experi

ence (where speed of light is infinite to our speed) and with

the ordinary dimensions of matter imacroscopic compared to that
of the fundamental particles) these constants are hardly of
importance,

hut when experiments approach the region of extremely

small particles and high speeds there is seen a definite need
for these constants.

And this need renders also a search for an

additional constant.
There must exist a third
universal constant in
nature. This is obvious
for purely dimensional
reasons. The universal
constants determine the
scale of nature, the
characteristic quantities
that cannot be reduced to
other quantities. One needs
at least three fundamental
units for a complete set of
units. This is most easily
seen from such conventions as
the use of the c-g-s system
(centimeter, gram, second
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system) by the physicists.
A unit of length, one of time,
and one of mass is sufficient
to form a complete setj but one
must have at least three units.>
One could also replace them by
units of length, velocity and
mass} or by units of length,
velocity and energy, etc. but
at least three fundamental units
are necessary, bow, the velocity
of light and Planck’s constant
of action provide only two of these
units. There must be a third one,
and only a theory which contains
this third unit can possibly deter
mine the masses and other properties
of the elementary particles. Judging
from our present knowledge of these
particles the most appropriate way
of introducing the third universal
constant would be by the assumption
of a universal length the valuta
of which should be roughly 10-~15 cm,
that is, somewhat smaller than the
radii of the light atomic nuclei,
when from such three units one forms
an expression which in its dimension
corresponds to a mass, its value
has the order of magnitude of the ,
masses of the elementary particles.b

Assuming that such a third universal constant does exist
it might be the new limiting value that when reached would account

for the phenomenon of time reversal.

This phenomenon of reversal

of time which up to now is only a consideration of theoretical
mathematics might prove to be an additional characteristic of

nature when one approaches regions of space and time smaller

than nuclear radii.

Just as when, in the general theory of

relativity, one approaches the speed of light, time and mass

become infinite, so too it might be possible that when one particle
approaches

0B}

goes back in time.

In our macroscopic

world the new universal constant would be impossible to reach and
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therefore physical experience would he in the usual classical

time order of events.
conception of time.

ThiB would account for our formerly naive

While on the subject of time and space a few remarks are jn

order on the curvature of space.7

The fact that light bends (and

hence space) due to gravity and centrifugal forces is rather
easily proven,

That is of interest here are theories of space

wrought from that idea of curvature.

It may be that the space
filled by the universe is
finite. This would not mean
that there is an end of the
universe at someplace, it
would only mean that by pro
ceeding farther and farther in
one direction in the universe
one would finally come back to
the point which one had started.
The situation would be similar
as in the two-dimensional geom
etry on the surface of the
earth where we, when starting
from a point in an eastward
direction, finally come back to
this point from the west.8
A somewhat similar takeoff, yet one holding many more possi

bilities is what I call the Moebius band concept of space.

If

you took a strip of paper, gave it a half twist and then taped

the ends together you would have what is known as the Moebius
q
band.
This Moebius band has only one side or surface (if you

do not believe it try and paint one side one color and the other

side another color).

The Moebius band is very analagous to another

conception of space.

Suppose that space itself is a Moebius

band phenomenon,

space seems to present to us distances that are

tremendously huge (better than billions of light years away).
suppose this was because we only followed the ‘surface’ of the
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Moebius space? what if we went over the ’edge* to get to our
destination?

Ah!

Space is a good deal different than at

first imagined.

This chapter has been an introductory presentation of
the philosophy underlying modern physics, chemistry and
mathematics.

The next chapter is a formulation of additional

philosophical aspects of nature, again, none of which are

immediately obvious upon first glance.
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Phenomena

If there is a general underlying theme in modern science it
is that nature is not as simple as she first seems.

In fact it

could he said that our first glance, of necessity, can only he

replaced by something essentially different.

Some general trends

leading to the change of our first impressions of nature will
be the beginning of this chapter.

Along this line we had the

help of SchrSdinger’s probability wave equations which were to

teach much about the internal functioning of an atom.

instance, schrbdinger*s

For

waves could predict the probability

of finding an electron In a certain region with respect to the

nucleus.

Theoretical chemistry would find much help from such

information in its formulation of orbital bonding.

But let me

augment this idea a little.
Of all things one might say of nature, the only 3afe thing

to say is that nature is dynamic.

While every other idea may

be forced to change, the idea of change itself might be the only
lasting conception.

Anyway, with regard to orbitals and bonds

the fact that one uses Schrftdinger’s probability waves implies

that the electron is moving.

This has led mathematics to try

and formulate an equation of motion:
...the mathematical forms that
represent the elementary particles
will be solutions of some eternal
law of motion for matter. Actually
this is a problem which has not yet
been solved. The fundamental law of
motion for matter is not yet known
and therefore it is not yet possible
to derive mathematically the proper
ties of the elementary particles
from such a law. But theoretical
physics in its present state seems
to be not very far from this goal
and we can at least say what kind
of law we have to expect. The final
equation of motion for matter will
probably be some quantized nonlinear
wave equation for a wave field of
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operators that simply represents
matter, not any specified kind of
waves or particles. This wave
equation will probably be equiv
alent to rather complicated sets
integral equations, which have
"Eigenvalues" and "Eigensolutions"
....These Eigensolutions will finally
represent the elementary particles.‘
So we catch a glimpse of some of the mathematical interests

of modern problems.

But there are many problems that have to

be solved to get to the truth of what it is all about.
something of the little girl’s age old question.

says, "which came first, the chicken or the egg?"
alone will satisfy her.

It is

"Baddy", she

2

The truth

she will yield to nothing less.

gather up courage and issue the solemn pronouncement:

So we

"Yes’. ”

Similarly we look dumbfoundedly at a photon-phenomenon of
wave and particle—and once again gather up the necessary courage.
"Baddy, is it a wave or a
particle?"
"Yes."
"Baddy, is the electron here
or is it there?"
"Yes."
"Baddy, do scientists really
know what they are talking
about?"
"Yes."5

A new way has now been prepared.

And so it is.

Prom Heisen

berg's uncertainty principle we know the particle is no longer
what it used to be.

The word ’particle* is like all words, rather

ambiguous, especially in the light of modern experiments.

If we

take photon or electron or atom they are all contaminated with

the classical concept of ‘particle’.

Hence when we see an electron

exhibiting both wave and particle properties we see it as strange

and paradoxical.

At the beginning we must remember that:
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Despite all paradox, however,
we must always keep "before
us the realization that we
are talking of the world, and
not of idle theories spun out
of gossamer. We are talking
of what you and I are made of,
and the trees and the stones,
the stars and the atomic "bombs,
radio waves and viruses, and
cabbages and kings; and, for
all we know, we are talking of
the material basis of love and
hate, and patriotism and treachery,
and religious ecstasy. Behind all
our quaint ideas about p’s and q’s
and their indeterminacies lies a
world of harsh reality in proved
relation to them.4

Let us take a closer look at ths philosophy behind the para

dox of wave and particle,

we find that an electron, in its wave

and particle aspects, depends on exactly how we observe it.

Exper

iment on it for wave properties and we have a wave; experiment

on it for particle properties and we find we have a particle.
Maybe we ask the wrong question.

or fish?

After all, is a mermaid woman

By now we should have no trouble deciding the appropriate

answer.

It should not be too surprising though that our interpretation
of parts of nature should depend on how we observe it or that we
observe it at all.

We are now talking of the fundamental particles

of which everything is made, including us, and we become intimately
involved in an observation.

In classical physics, of which Descartes’

philosophy is the prime example, we have a definite and possible

division between the "res cogitans" and the "res extensia".

Man

would fit the "res cogitans" and all of the rest of nature the
"res extensia".

This worked fine up to a point, but when fundamental

particles became the object of investigation man himself was thrown

into the category "res extensia”.

Once it was possible to make
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sure that a large part of the universe, including ourselves,

did not belong to the object, but this is no longer possible.

Our very condition forces us to be tied to the observation and
therefore it makes all the difference in the world if we observe

a fundamental particle or not.

The SchrSdinger probability

function reflects this limitation.
The discontinuous change in
the probability function,
however, takes place with the
act of registration, because
it is the discontinuous change
of our knowledge in the instant
of registration that has its image
in the discontinuous change of
the probability function.5
Hence along these same lines strict causality is an unnec

essary concept and in quantum theory strict causality is fund

amentally and Intrinsically undemonstrable.

Therefore, strict

causality is no longer a legitimate concept of science and must

be cast out from the formal domain of science.

As Dirac has

written:

The only object of theoret
ical physics is to calculate
results that can be compared
with experiment, and it is
quite unnecessary that any
satisfying description of the
whole course of the phenomena
should be given.6
In the last chapter I remarked that some particular funda

mental particle could be doing anything it so desired as long as
the majority produced an observed phenomenon.

One could assign

probabilities to each of the particles in the phenomenon of either

conforming to the phenomenon or partaking in some ofcner exploit.
In the long run this chance becomes practical certainty and you
have the phenomenon of interest.

Though we now confess we are
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powerless to foretell the exact behavior of individual photons
or electrons, or other fundamental entities, we can tell with
enormous confidence how great multitudes must behave precisely.

Analogous to this, for instance, is that exact energies of atoms
with two through eight electrons might be impossible because of

the tremendous calculations involved.

But take atoms with more

than eight electrons and because of the multitude, energies of
great precision are calculated relatively easily.
To recapitulate these last few ideas and remarks let me

quote the following:
There is simply no satis
factory way at all of pic
turing the fundamental atomic
processes of nature in terms
of space and time and causality.
The result of an experiment
on an individual atomic particle
generally cannot be predicted.
Only a list of various possible
results may be known beforehand.
Nevertheless, the statistical
result of performing the same indi
vidual experiment over and over
again an enormous number of times
may be predicted with virtual
certainty.7

The unsatisfactory way of picturing fundamental particles

produces interesting explanations in chemistry,

for example,

take the idea of oscillation as an exchange force.

If you have

two electrons quantum theory says at any given instant you can

not tell them apart; so in effect they have lost their Identity.
Therefore when you wish to write down quantum equations for the
two electrons you must not forget to account for the loss of
identity,

when one does so the mathematics produce what is known

as an oscillation of electrons.

it is:

But what a strange oscillation

a rhythmic interchange of the electrons* identities.
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.

The electrons do not physi
cally change places by leap
ing the intervening space.
That would be too simple.
Rather, there is a smooth ebb
and flow of individuality
between them, hot example, if
we start with electron A here
and electron £ on the opposite
page, then later on we would
here have some such mixture as
sixty per cent A and forty per
cent £, with forty per cent
A and sixty per cent B over
there. Later still it would
be all B here and all A there,
the electrons then having
definitely exchanged identities.
The flow would now reverse, and
the strange oscillation continue
indefinitely.6

If we find it hard to imagine what forty per cent A and
sixty per cent B would look like when observed, we must remember

that once we try and observe it we get all A or all £.

The

forty and sixty percent A or B are just probabilities.

It

is the same as tossing a coin into the air.

As it twirls it

passes through all the different probabilities of heads or tails.
But once it hits the ground it is jarred into all heads or all

tails.

Our observation of the two electrons similarly jolts

the electrons into all A or all £.

Though we can at least
meet objections, exchange
remains an elusive and
difficult concept. It is
still a strange and awe
inspiring thought that you
and I are thus rhythmically
exchanging particles with
one another, and with the
earth and the beasts of the
earth, and the sun and the
moon and the stars, to the
uttermost galaxy.9
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A striking example of the power of oscillation is the

oxidation state of an atom.

The oxidation state implies that

an atom possesses certain forces for accepting or releasing
electrons.

And it is essentially because of these mysterious

forces that atoms cling together.

They do cling together as

their outer electrons busily shuttle identity and position back

and forth to weave a bond, knitting atoms into molecules.
while on the subject of exchange forces a presentation of

occurrences is in order.

To every field of force there belongs

a specific kind of elementary particle.

As we saw, chemical

forces are due to the exchange of electrons.

But we can also

mention that nuclear forces are due to an exchange of pions and

electrostatic forces are due to an exchange of photons.

It has

even been proposed that gravity is due to an exchange of gravitons;
since there must be a particle exchange for every force.

Exchange forces are types of paitings and it is interesting

to look at other pairings in the line of modern physics.

In this

sense momentum and position are paired as well as energy and time.
The pairing effect I am interested in is that due to Heisenberg’s

uncertainty principle.

If we know the momentum we cannot know

the exact location in space; if we know the energy we cannot know

the exact location in time.

Ultimately the pairings are due to the condition of nature

i.e., nature is completely made up from the fundamental particles
as a mass phenomenon and hence subject to complete rearranging

whenever the fundamental particles take a notion.

There is thus

the transmutation of energy into matter and matter into energy,
"making possible that the fragments of elementary particles are

again the same elementary particles."

10

Photons of enormous energy
in the cosmic rays were being
transmuted into pairs of
electrons and positrons.
Radiation-light-was changing
into matter in accordance
with Einstein’s famous law of
the equivalence of mass and
energy. In the restless
underworld of our material
universe this tremendous process
of seething transformation
had been going on since time
immemorial.■1
Einstein’s theory has been around for a long time and since
it is so familiar it no longer causes one to blink.

But the following

theory, born of Einstein’s law, raises a few eyebrows.

If you

were to take an electron and place it in empty space it would

immediately conjure forth virtual photons, electrons, positrons

and other fundamental particles from the void.

But one asks

where did the energy come from for the creation of these particles?
It is borrowed.
detected'

And it is paid back before the default can be

Astonishing—what else can one say!

In other words

the fundamental particles can even disregard, for short periods,

the law of conservation of mass and energy.
not what her outside face pprtrays.

Nature certainly is

And what a philosophy, this

revolutionary interpretation of nature.

Before I end this work let us take a look back and then a

look forward; a look at four explanatory systems that have attained

final form and then a look at one in the making.

This will give

us a feeling for the new philosophical concepts and how they tie

in with past traditions and future expectations.
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The first system is Newtonian mechanics.

It is suitable

for the description of all mechanical systems, of the motion of

fluids and the elastic vibration of bodies; it comprises acoustics,

statics, aerodynamics.

The second closed system was formed in

connection with heat.

It uses the concepts heat, specific heat,

entropy, free energy, etc.

It was the first system to formally

use statistical and probability theory.

The third system has

its origin in the phenomena of electricity and magnetism.

It

comprises electrodynamics, special relativity, optics, magnetism
and the de Broglie theory of matter waves.

Finally, the fourth

system is essentially the quantum theory.

Its central concept is

the probability function of a statistical matrix.

It comprises

quantum and wave mechanics, the theory of atomic spectra, chem

istry, and the theory of other properties of matter like electrical

conductivity, ferromagnetism, etc.

Of importance to us is the

way these four systems are related.
The first set is contained
in the third as the limitingcase where the velocity of
light cen be considered as
infinitely big, and is con
tained in the fourth as the
limiting case where Planck’s
constant of action can be con
sidered as infinitely small.
The first and partly the third
set belong to the fourth as a
priori for the description of
the experiments. The second
set can be connected with any
of the other three sets without
difficulty and is especially
important in its connection with
the fourth. The independent
existence of the third and fourth
sets suggests the existence of a
fifth set, of which one, three,
and four are limiting cases. This
fifth set will probably be found
someday in connection with the
theory of the elementary particles.
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Following necessarily the line of things, the future system

will be of a higher order than the systems mentioned on the pre
ceding page.

I talk of the system of biology.
Had we a science with the
courage and authority to
concern itself with mankind,
instead of with the mechanism
merely of vital phenomena, had
we something of the nature of an
anthropology, or a psychology...1’

Behind those words of Hermann Kesse lies much latent hope—

hope that in some way life itself will be understood.

But this

is a big order and a few things should be said of it.

Chemistry

and physics are the theoretical tools of biology and they have

truly provided much information about living entities, yet they
cannot account for the fact of life itself.

Treat living entities

as physicochemical systems and they will act as such, but maybe

this does not allow for a complete description.

When one examines

a living cell he almost inevitably neglects parts of it, vital parts
of it, in the process.

Perhaps life precludes the complete deter

mination of its underlying physicochemical structure.

As Bohr has

reminded us, our problem might be ’’manifestations of possibilities

in that nature to which we belong rather than with the outcomes
14
of experiments which we can ourselves perform”.
What is needed and probably will come in time is a system
as revolutionary as quantum theory.

This new coherent set of

conoepts will have physics and chemistry as limiting cases, follow

ing the analogous tradition of the four systems previously mentioned.

Thus it is with nature and thus ends this conspectus of the

philosophical concerns of chemistry, physics and mathematics.

May
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its denouement be the following:

When at the empty dawn of all creation
God created the primal essence energy,
he endowed it with such subtle, mirac
ulous potencies that, as from a seed
that slowly comes to flower, there
grew from it what we call space and time,
and matter and radiation. Mightily,
yet infinitesimally, there evolved a
universe of coursing atoms and spacious
nebulae. Energy coalesced into matter
according to an immutable law so exqui
sitely contrived that amid the stupendous
forces of writhing Nature there yet was
fouixd a gentle place and time, a small,
quiet, friendly corner, to nurture fragile
life. A trifling change in the laws of
the universe, so small as to appear of
negligible moment, and energy might have
coalesced differently, might never even
have coalesced at all. Deep down within
the primal attributes of energy lay the
rich promise of electrons and positrons,
of protons, neutrons, mesons, and photons,
of space and time and motion, of energy
levels in nuclei and outside, of forces
binding primary particles into atoms,
atoms into molecules, and molecules into
matter sustaining life and love and hate.
What if the energy levels had been dif
ferent? There might be no material uni
verse. Nuclei now stable might be impos
sible structures. Oxygen, could it exist,
might carry the deadly taint of radio
activity. apace and time might be cramped
into narrow compass, with no vast regions
of emptiness to protect the universe against
its own explosive violence, with no vast
aeons of time to let it slowly unfold and
explore its innate heritage.'3
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